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Woman Brings BLM Awareness to Finland
By Kitty Mayo
For Kindra Isenhart the Black
Lives Matter movement is personal, she is the mother of two
adult black children. At the same
time, Isenhart says the movement
is much bigger than just her family.
For the last four Saturdays
Isenhart has led a “tiny but determined” group of people in standing at the triangle at Highway1 and
Highway 7 (Cramer Road) in Finland with signs in support of Black
Lives Matter.
A resident of the north shore for
the last 14 years, Isenhart said she
came to the idea of raising awareness in her own community after
protests started in the wake of
George Floyd's death at the hands
of Minneapolis police.
Last week a couple dozen people
joined Isenhart, with a few new
people traveling from Lutsen and
near Grand Marais to be part of the
event.
Isenhart says that creating a wel-

has had some pushback from
people who appear to think Black
Lives Matter is leaving out the rest
of the population.

coming community for everyone is at the heart of her
efforts, something she says
was validated when a
woman and her adult black
son visiting the area from
the Twin Cities stopped to
thank them for being out.

“Its true that everyone's life matters, that's just the point, and right
now black lives really need all of
us,” said Isenhart.

“They said our presence
was heartening, and made
all the difference in the
world to them,” said
Isenhart.
Isenhart says that when
her children were younger
(her son is 30 and daughter 31) she felt it critical to
talk to them about their
special circumstances of
risk should they have interactions with police, and
still worries that they are in danger from police violence.
“I had to have that conversation
that if they are ever pulled over to
have their ID and insurance ready
before the officer gets to their window, to keep their hands on the

Meanwhile, Isenhart hopes to
keep the conversation of Black
Lives Matter and equity for every
person in the public eye.
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steering wheel where they can be
seen at all times,” said Isenhart, “It
is scary, every single day I have
fear and anxiety for their safety,
and hope I taught them enough.”
Isenhart says she has seen a lot
of support on facebook, however,

“We need to be able to talk about
how being white we have been entitled our whole lives and black
lives are being destroyed, that is not
equal and not what America is
about, we are all human,” said
Isenhart.

Isenhart plans to keep the Saturday vigils in Finland going until it's
too cold to stand outside.

“I raised my kids to try to change
things through peaceful protesting,
voting with your money and
vote!,” said Isenhart.

Conservation Corps Crews Working Hard in Lake County
By Kitty Mayo
You may have noticed the white
vans hanging out along the shore
during the evenings, with young
workers trying to catch a breeze
and enjoying the shores of Lake
Superior. A smaller crew than in
past years because of the pandemic, the CC workers are still
fulfilling some important projects
and gaining invaluable experience.
According to Dave Cizmas,
Lake County Forestry, this year's
crews are working on trail building and trail maintenance at the
Donald D. Ferguson Demonstration Forest eight miles northwest
of Two Harbors on the Drummond
Grade.
Financial support for the crews
is coming from the One Track
Mind (OTM) foundation out of
Minneapolis, and came about
through a chance meeting of two
people passionate about mountain
biking.
As Tracy Paradise tells it, she
randomly started chatting with
Cizmas at a bike trail in Duluth this
past winter, sharing their mutual
passion of mountain biking.
Cizmas mentioned the upcoming
project, and Paradise offered to
help through her role as One Track
Mind's founder and CEO.
OTM through the financial support of one primary funder and

other donations, has partnered with
Conservation Corps crews all over
the country since 2017. Last summer OTM has already built 144
miles of trail around the country, a
considerable amount in an endeavor that tends to be time consuming and costly in steep and
rocky terrain. And, it just so happens that steep and rocky terrain
are dearly sought after by singletrack mountain bikers.
It's easy to catch Paradise's enthusiasm when she is talking about
mountain-biking:
“I love it, I'm very passionate
about mountain-biking and single
track is my jam. If I can be a liaison or be responsible for leaving
more single track trails for our
youth, that's it,” said Paradise.
Paradise says that OTM loves to
partner with CC crews to give
young adults the chance to work
through a project from start to finish, and to learn about the importance of hard manual labor with no
cell phone access for entertainment.
Describing the draw of single
track mountain-biking through
wooded trails, Paradise says that
for her the technical aspects of
single-track mountain biking force
her concentration to a near meditative-state.

Minnesota and Iowa Conservation Corps crew working on trails in
Lake County Demonstration Forest. Photo submitted by David Cizmas
“You have to be in the moment
if you think about something else
you can pick a bad line, go off the
trail or crash. You have to be there
in the present moment,” Paradise
stated.
Starting in June two Conservation Corps MN & IA crews have
been working in the Demonstration
Forest for a total of four weeks this
summer. The crews are part of the
Summer Youth Corps program,
which typically have two young
adults leading eight high school
students on conservation projects.
This summer has been different
due to COVID-19, with no high
school youth able to be on crew,
and therefore a much smaller program.
“The young adults serving
AmeriCorps with us are still
thrilled to be out on trail in part-

nership with Lake County, made
possible by the generous uplift of
One Track Mind foundation,” said
Teresa Butel, Summer Youth Corps
Program Manager.

The crew has been working to
construct two new miles of singletrack mountain bike train in the
Demonstration Forest.

According to Butel, they've also
enjoyed exploring Two Harbors,
splashing in Lake Superior daily,
and admiring the North Shore on
their weekend.

“If folks see our vans driving
around, please say “”Hi!”, and ask
them about their experience! We're
wearing masks and maintaining six
feet of distance this summer, yet
remain excited to connect with the
communities where we serve,” said
Butel.
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